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SUMMARY

To secure a position with an organization in a professional environment that will utilize my skills in 
management, leadership, operation, dedication, reliability and leadership. Excellent organizational
skills, detailed oriented, energetic and highly motivated with the ability to learn quickly and adapt 
to a challenging atmosphere.

SKILLS

Management, Organizing.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Retail Consultant
ABC Corporation  August 2010 – April 2015 
 Manages a team of 5+ members, assure all necessary training was completed for each 

member of the team.
 Provides excelent customer service to all customers.
 Maintains and surpasses a sales quota which included new accounts, yearly renewals, 

accesory or special product sales, promotional packages, customer satisfaction ratings, net 
promoting score.

 Prepares and assures daily money deposit was completed as required by the companies 
guidelines.

 Adjusts the location of marketing materials inside and outside the store to comply with 
corporate design per season.

 Prepares an agenda for weekly meetings highlighting important points to be discussed for 
store operations.

 Completes cycle counts on phones and accessories, to ensure inventory levels were correct.

Lead Retail Consultant
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2010 
 Delivers resolution to customers regarding equipment operational issues or concerns while 

providing exceptional customer service that results in the .
 Guided sales team as the subject matter expert in building strong sales solutions and 

customer relationships Responsible for coordinating store .
 Cash handling, customer service, talking on the phone with customers, working with 

excel/Microsoft, sales, scheduling, organizing inventory, .
 Hitting sales goals consistently, went from a sales consultant to lead sales consultant, helped 

open 2 new stores, helped set up for festivals and .
 Skills Used Computer skills, organization skills, knowledge of products, training and leadership

skills.
 Salary $14.05 per hour + commission Store Operations (inventory, ordering supplies, etc) 

Troubleshoot devices Converting RadioShack customers to .
 Right fitting customers into the right plan for them Educating customers on new plans, 

devices, and promotions.

EDUCATION
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BA Industrial Engineering undergraduate in Industrial Engineering - 2014(University Autonomous
of Juarez - Ciudad Juarez, Chih.)
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